Abstract: Park is one of the spot green infrastructure. There are two major characteristic of park, first Active parks and second passive park. Those of two open spaces have been significant on the fulfillment of urban environment. To maintenance the urban park, it is very importance to identify the characteristic of active and passive park. The identification also needs to fostering stakeholder effort to increase quality of urban park infrastructure. This study aims to explore and assess the characteristic of urban park infrastructure in Semarang City, Central Java. Data collection methods conduct by review formal document, field observation and interview with key government officer. The study founded that urban active parks infrastructure resilience could be defined by; Park Location, Garden Shape, Vegetation, Support Element, Park Function, and Expected Benefit from Park Existence. Moreover, the vegetation aspect and the supporting elements are the most importance urban park infrastructure in Semarang.
Introduction
Currently, environmentally sound in urban planning the facing urban climate hazard which its impact such as urban infrastructure resilience. Fostering the urban infrastructure resilience for sustainable cities life becoming major requirement. One of the main issues in urban spatial planning to provide comfort, beauty and health city is the resilience of urban green open space. Increasing empirical evidence of climate hazard, such as flood, windstorm, drought, indicates that the presence of natural disturbance should be manage properly [1] .
For the institutional resilience perspective, Indonesia government has issued guidelines concerning to the The urban green open space resilience consist of socio-economy and engineering resilience [3] . Moreover, in the perspective of institution resilience, urban park infrastructure resilience in developing cities also facing issues associated to the flood hazard and disaster waste, for example handling urban green waste in disaster event [4] Resilience of parks, open space and other forms of green space also provide essential services that are critical to both urban ecological functioning and integrity [5] . The resilience of green open space such as park have a positive correlation with the ecological impact on the city environment, for example, contribute to the balance of physical urban development and human development in the context of city amenity, comfort and convenience [5, 6] . However, characteristic of physical urban open space and green urban open space mostly tend to more influence for the degree of resilience [6] 2 Literature review
Green Infrastructure
Regional and Urban Development need green infrastructure for ecological balancing. Sufficient Green infrastructure will perform human life by saving water, air from any pollution and disturbance. Therefore green infrastructure resilience is significant during rapid development, irregular and dangerous environment hazard. Green infrastructure consist of two major part, the first one is space and vegetation and the second is physical form of space at which could be define as natural and man made material [6, 7] .
Green infrastructure consists of space, vegetation and its element. Green infrastructure could be defned as open spaces, natural areas, urban woodland and parks; green streets, squares and public realm; sustainable drainage systems and healthy waterways, cycleways and pedestrian routes within our city environments; and smaller scale green roofs, walls and facades [8] . Green Infrastructure is the network of green places and water systems that delivers multiple environmental, social and economic values and services to urban communities [9] .
Urban park infrastructure resilience
Urban parks are defined as delineated open space areas, mostly dominated by vegetation and water, and generally reserved for public use [10] . The scope and speed of current changes demands that urbanists define compelling visions and integrated design measures for shaping resilient cities [11] . While Urban resilience could be define as the ability of urban asset, location and/ or system to provide predictable performance -benefits and utility and associated rents and other cash flows -under a wide range of circumstances [12, 13] . According to the definition urban park infrastructure resilience could be defined as ability of an urban park infrastructure system and all its consitutent socio-ecological and socio-technical networks across temporal and spatial scales-to mantain or rapidly return to desire functions in theface of disturbance, to adapt to change, and to quickly transform systems that limir currentor future adaptive capacity [12, 13, 14] Assessing the urban park resilience should be viewed as an important part of urban and community development rather than just as settings for recreation and leisure. Urban infrastructure and form encompass the built environment such as buildings, transportation networks, energy, and water grids (utilities), along with urban green space and parks [12, 13] . Moreover, assessment of urban park resilience include should assess the domestic gardens which it is important component in many people's lives. However stakeholder intention and attitudes towards this resilience issues is very poor.
They not yet understand that the importance function of domestic gardens such as maintenance the of the thermal comfort in their residents, reduce domestic energy consumption and minimize storm run-off. Moreover, stakeholder not yet realized that domestic garden provide environment from greenhouse gas emissions rather than off setting them.
Resilience of urban park infrastructure is need to against climate change impact. From the perspective of infrastructure system, resilience of urban park will importance for ecological aspect such as providing enough water in long term impact [15] . Moreover, garden cities have been use as one of the principal theme in cities development [16] . maintenance urban park resilience will be arise other social benefit such as economics perspective and ecosystem benefit such as biodiversity, moreover, degree urban environment also will be be increase within the availability of parks and other open spaces. There are three major component of urban park resilience; (1) urban parks in economic development strategies; (2) parks asrecreaton spaces to improve citzens health outcomes; and (3) function of green infrastructure parks associated with the improvement stormwater [17] . Other attributes associated with urban park resilience are; the utility of park, physical activity that usually occur in park, its features, conditions, aethetics, safety and social environments [3] .
Methodlogy

Study area and issues
As shown in figure 1, Semarang is one of the Unique Cities not only for his citizen, but also for Central Java Province and Indonesia. This city is one of 100 Resilience Cities network at which getting more intention in climate change adaptation [18,19,] .
In recent development, Semarang faces various complex environmental problems, such as flood and inundated area [20, 21] . The inundated area, climate hazard and other environmental issues in Semarang is tend to increase have an impact on the deterioration of the quality of the environment. This study aimed to addressed effort especially for fostering in urban park resilience. [23] . A city park is a park intended to serve residents of one city or part of the city. The park serves a minimum of 480,000 residents with a minimum standard of 0.3 m2 per city dweller, with a minimum park area of 144,000 m2 [2] . The park 
Data collection and analysis
The focus of this study is to identify the infrastructure component of urban park that influence the degree of it resilience. The study will classify the urban park infrastructure base on two major characteristic of urban park namely active park and passive park. Moreover this study will explore the condition, status of utilization in active and passive park.
This research is a qualitative and quantitative approach. Primary data conducted by field observation, and interview with key stakeholder, while Secondary data in this study were obtained from literature and related institutions. Primary data getting fromsurvey and interview result. Moreover, data collection is also conducted by examining the various documents related to the recent study of urban parks, stakeholder and government.
The statistics descriptive used to analyze and utilize the data that has been collected. Moreover, the description content of factors urban park resilience such as features, conditions, aethetics, safety and social environments.
Result and discussion
Base on the field survey, this study have classify the characteristic of urban park in Semarang as urban active park and urban passive park [24] . The urban active park is that the characteristic of park which community use urban infrastructure for refreshing, play or use for physical exercise and sport. While the passive urban park is the there is no urban park infrastructure for refreshing, play or use for physical exercise and sport [24, 25] . In passive urban park, the urban park infrastructure is design only for aesthetics, security and safety, and amenities. Urban active park in semarang mostly use for jogging, sport and other physical exercise, playing, and several urban park there economic activities such as urban street vendors. This study founded that the characteristic of urban park follow the direction of the minister of interior number 14 of 1988, that the greening density of urban parks in Semarang is between 80% -90% of the land area. Totally there are 336,931.2 m 2 . As classify in district level, Pedurungan district have totally 68,396 m 2 , it is the largest area comparing to the other of district. Mijen district have a smallest area of park compare to other district. The characteristics of urban park in Semarang mostly near the central of cit for passive urban park, and near the public activity such as housing and office for active urban park. Many literature have been discussion related to resilience such as, ecology, engineering, psychology, complex adaptive system, economy, and social perspective [26, 27, 28] . This study identify probability of urban park infrastructure resilience refers to the characteristic, function [6] , at which the resilience can be identify as shown in table 2. This study founded the six resilience of urban park infrastructure in Semarang. The resilience may vary depending on the characteristic of park.
The highest disturbance from the urban park infrastructure is concerning to social resilience. While for passive urban park infrastructure the highest disturbance is related to ecological resilience. The social resilience refers to the main function of active urban park related to to human activity such as for recreation, sport activity and other physical activity. Ecological resilience refers to the main function of the passive urban park infrastructure at which dominant for ecological perspective. Both for active and passive urban park infrastructure, economic resilience may be disturb at the middle level, since for the economic perspective there is not yet found the importance of economic both in the perspective of activity in park or economic value of park.
Amenities of urban park infrastructure resilience is that associated to the physical form of urban park. For example when the disaster attack such as flood the form of urban park will destroyed and huge of green waste will be generated in urban area [3] . For the Economic resilience of urban park infrastructure, this study found that main issues of resilience mostly concerning to the basic understanding of economic value of activity in urban park or value of infrastructure of park. There is no study or formal document concerning to the economic valuation of availability park in Semarang. Educational resilience of urban park infrastructure associated to the flora and fauna that may life in urban park. urban park could be design as a place for increase biodiversity
Conclusion
Base on the field observation, interview and cross check with the secondary data, this study found characteristic of urban park infrastructure resilience as follow:
 Urban park infrastructure resilience could be defined best on the its physical condition, form and function for city life  In Semarang estimated found 243 urban infrastructure park. Consist of 76 active urban park infrastructure and 167 passive urban park. 
